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Heavy-fermion characteristics in UCu5Al single crystals
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Electronic properties of the antiferromagnetic Kondo compound UCu5Al have been investigated through
magnetic susceptibility, magnetization, specific heat, electrical resistivity, magnetoresistance, and Hall coeffi-
cient measurements on single-crystal and polycrystalline samples. UCu5Al orders antiferromagnetically below
16 K and shows a large magnetocrystalline anisotropy. In the paramagnetic state, pronounced incoherent
Kondo interactions and crystal field effects are observed. At low temperatures, in spite of the lack of coherence,
UCu5Al exhibits some characteristic properties of heavy-fermion systems, namely, an enhanced susceptibility,
and enhanced electronic specific heat coefficient, revealing an enhanced effective electron mass. The specific
heat and transport properties evidence a competition between the Kondo effect and the Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida interactions. This feature, together with the frustration of the magnetic interactions originating
from atomic disorder appear to be important for the development of the heavy-fermion state in UCu5Al.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy-fermion~HF! systems exhibit large values of th
electronic specific heat coefficientg0 and of the magnetic
susceptibility x(0) extrapolated toT50 K, but the so-
called Wilson ratio remains constant and is close to 1.
such systems, the effective electron mass is of the o
(100–300)me . A characteristic feature of the heavy-fermio
behavior is coherence at low temperatures, which manif
itself, among others, by theT2 behavior of the resistivity.
This and other physical properties can be described by
Fermi-liquid formalism. In fact, the enhancement of the
fective electron mass is connected to a small Fermi ene
which may appear due to two distinct mechanisms: one is
Abrikosov-Suhl resonance and the other is associated
the occurrence of magnetic correlations; usually such s
tems are at the edge of a magnetic instability.

Recently, we have investigated the properties of an in
metallic U-based series with the common chemical form
UCu5M , whereM5Al, In, and Sn.1–3 All these compounds
show interesting physical properties, for instance, the S
merfeld ratioCp /T of each of them increases with decrea
ing temperature, reaching values of the order 200 mJ2

mole U at 1 K. However, the physical properties of the
compounds have been studied on polycrystalline sam
only. In order to elucidate the observed properties we h
undertaken investigations on single-crystalline samples
this work we will focus on UCu5Al. By measuring properties
such as the Hall effect and extending the external parame
into high magnetic fields and hydrostatic pressure, a be
understanding of this compound is expected.

UCu5Al crystallizes in its own structure type with a te
tragonal symmetry~space groupI4/mmm).4,5 Magnetic sus-
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ceptibility, NMR, specific heat, and electrical resistivi
measurements1,6,7 have revealed that antiferromagnetic~AF!
order sets in below 18 K. The magnetic structure, determi
by neutron powder diffraction scattering, is of a sinusoida
modulated type (kW50, 0, 0.55! with the amplitude of ura-
nium moments (mord51.45mB at 1.4 K!, parallel to thec
axis.5 Interesting to recall that the Kondo-like behavior of th
temperature-dependent electrical resistivity in conjunct
with an enhancement of theCp /T ratio has classified
UCu5Al as a medium heavy-fermion system.7 Very recently,
the electronic structure of UCu5Al was studied by combining
x-ray photoemission spectroscopy results with those of b
structure calculations.8 A complex satellite structure ob
served in the core level spectra suggests some mixed val
character of the uranium atoms in this ternary compound

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Polycrystal samples of UCu5Al and U0.7Th0.3Cu5Al were
prepared from stoichiometric ratios of starting elements
the standard arc-melting method~see Ref. 1!. Single-crystal
samples of UCu5Al were grown by the Bridgman method
Their orientation and quality were checked by x-ray La
diffraction. The room temperature lattice parameters of po
dered crystals area56.415(5) andc54.946(5) Å. These
parameters agree well with those previously reported.5

Single-crystal x-ray diffraction was performed on
KUMA four-circle diffractometer equipped with CCD cam
era using graphic-monochromatized MoKa radiation. The in-
tensities of reflections were corrected for Lorentz and po
ization effects. The crystal data were refined by the f
matrix least-squares method using theSHELX-97 program.9

dc magnetization was measured on UCu5Al single
©2002 The American Physical Society21-1
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crystals by means of a SQUID magnetometer~Quantum De-
sign MPMS-XL! in fields H up to 50 kOe and in the tem
perature range 1.7–400 K. The absolute accuracy inx(T) is
of about 5%, limited partly by a demagnetizing factor as w
as due to a mosaicity of the crystals.

The specific heat measurementsCp(T), were performed
in a Quantum Design PPMS, utilizing a relaxation meth
Data on polycrystalline U0.7Th0.3Cu5Al were collected in the
temperature range 1.8–100 K and for a UCu5Al single crys-
tal in the temperature range 0.4–100 K.

Also the electrical resistivity%(T) was measured on
UCu5Al single crystal along the main crystallographic dire
tions with a Quantum Design PPMS, using a four-probe
technique in the temperature range 1.8–300 K. The sam
were rectangular with typical dimensions 0.530.5
33 mm3. A current of 5 mA at a frequency of 37 Hz wa
supplied to the samples. The experimental error in the re
tivity is less than 5%, mainly due to the uncertainty in t
geometrical factor.

The magnetoresistance~MR! and Hall coefficientRH data
were collected on UCu5Al single crystals in two different
ways: isofield data in a fixed magnetic field (H5100 or 130
kOe! on zero-field cooled samples and isothermal data
fields up to 130 kOe at several selected temperatures b
100 K. The magnetic fields were applied perpendicular to
direction of the current.

The magnetoresistance under hydrostatic pressure u
10 kbar was measured on the polycrystalline UCu5Al
samples in fields up to 120 kOe at several selected temp
tures below 100 K. Hydrostatic pressure was generated
liquid pressure cell, using a 1:4 ethanol-methanol mixture
the pressure transiting medium~see, for example, Ref. 10#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crystal structure

Previously, based on powder x-ray and neutron diffract
refinements, the crystal structure of UCu5Al has been found
to have a tetragonal structure with space groupI4/mmm.5 In
this work we have performed the single crystal x-ray refin
ments on the data collected at room temperature for212
<h<12, 212<k<8, and210< l<6. The observed reflec
tions can be fully analyzed by this type of structure and
structure was refined to a reliability factorR50.03 for 287
unique reflections and 12 variable parameters. Results o
structural refinements are given in Tables I and II. A listi
of the intensity data may be obtained from the authors
request.

From the tables one can recognize that in the unit cel
UCu5Al the uranium atoms occupy the twofold position 2b
with the coordination polyhedron containing as many as
Cu atoms. The four Cu atoms nearest to U are at a dista
of 2.804 Å, while the others are at 3.021 Å. This polyhedr
does not include the remaining Cu and Al atoms occupy
both the same 4d position. The distances between them a
the central U atoms are too far~3.439 Å! and these atoms
form the next nearest neighbor coordination polyhedron. I
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worth to add that the structure of UCu5Al is unique, in the
sense that so far there does not exist such a crystal stru
for other intermetallics.

B. Magnetic properties

The isothermal magnetization of a UCu5Al single crystal
along thea andc axes (Ma andMc) is shown in Fig. 1~a!. At
2 and 10 K theMc(H) curve is downward curvilinear, but a
temperatures above 20 K theMc(H) curves become per
fectly proportional to the field. No hysteresis effect
Mc(H) was observed at any temperature measured. A c
parison betweenMa(H) andMc(H) reveals a large magne
tocrystalline anisotropy.Ma(H) shows a rather small magn
tude; so at 2 K the ratioMc(H)/Ma(H) reaches a factor o
more than 4, pointing to easy magnetization along thec axis.
For thea-axis direction the magnetization measured at 2 a
30 K depends linearly on field up to 50 kOe.

In Fig. 1~b!, we display the magnetic susceptibility (x
5M /H) measured in the temperature range 1.7–400 K
in two different magnetic fields of 10 and 50 kOe. As can
seen from thex vs lnT plot, the magnetocrystalline aniso
ropy is reflected by a large value of the ratioxc /xa : At room
temperature it amounts to about 2, what is much less t
that at the lowest temperature measured at 2 K (.4).

Comparison of the calculated average susceptibilityxav
5(2*xa1xc)/3 with that of a polycrystalline sample, re
veals fairly good agreement with just small preference in
crystalline orientation for the latter. A similar compariso
was previously made for an oriented-powder sample.6 Figure
1~b! evidences that allx(T) curves exhibit a maximum a
about Tmax

x 518 K. However, according to a theory o

TABLE I. Crystal data and structure refinement for UCu5Al.

Unit cell dimensions a5 6.417~1!

~Å! c 5 4.948~1!

Calculated density 9.498 mg/m3

Absorption coefficient 65.207 mm21

F~000! 500
Q range for data collection 4.49° to 46.00°
Reflections collected 1697
Goodness-of-fit 1.101
Final R indices@ I.2s(I) # R150.0287,wR250.0601
R indices~all data! R150.0291,wR250.0603
Extinction coefficient 0.079~4!

Largest diff. peak and hole 4.089 and -5.252 e.A23

TABLE II. Atomic coordinates, isotropic and anisotropic di
placement parameters (Å2x103) for UCu5Al.

x y z U~eq! U11 U22 U33

U 0.5000 0.5000 0 7~1! 8~1! 8~1! 6~1!

Cu1 0.1911~1! 0.1911~1! 0 9~1! 9~1! 9~1! 8~1!

Cu2 0.5000 0 0.2500 10~5! 13~6! 13~6! 6~4!

Al 0.5000 0 0.2500 6~10! 6~13! 6~13! 6~13!
1-2
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HEAVY-FERMION CHARACTERISTICS IN UCu5Al . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054421 ~2002!
Fisher,11 for itinerant antiferromagnets, the Ne´el temperature
is defined as the maximum of the derivatived@Tx(T)#/dT.
Using this method, we obtainTN515.5 K for UCu5Al. This
temperature coincides with the characteristic temperat
derived from the specific heat and the electrical resistiv
data, as will be evinced in the next subsection.

At temperatures above about 100 K the susceptibi
componentsxa(T) and xc(T) can be fitted by the Curie–
Weiss~CW! law with the paramagnetic Curie temperatureup
of 2160 and246 K, respectively. Such large negativeQp
values, together with the deviations ofx(T) from the CW
law below 80 K, suggest an influence of the crystal elec
field ~CEF! and/or the Kondo effect on the magnetic susc
tibility. This coincides with the conclusions drawn from th
NMR study.6 The effective magnetic moment of uraniu
meff calculated for thea and c axes is 2.28~5! and
3.02(3)mB /U, respectively. Applying Hund’s rules, themeff
values of UCu5Al are between the relevant values for th
5 f 1(meff52.54mB) and 5f 2(3.58mB) or 5f 3(3.62mB) con-
figurations.

It is interesting to note that rather large susceptibility v
ues are achieved at low temperatures. For example, in a
of 10 kOe, we foundx(0) to be 4.931023 for thea axis and
17.531023 emu/mole U for thec axis. These values ar
comparable to those of other well known heavy-fermion
tiferromagnets U2Zn17,

12 UPd2Ga3,13 and UPd2Al3.14,15 An
interesting feature inx(T) for both the single crystal as we

FIG. 1. ~a! Isothermal magnetization as a function of magne
field along thea and c axes of a UCu5Al single crystal.~b! The
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility measur
fields of 10 and 50 kOe along thea andc axes of a UCu5Al single
crystal. Solid lines represent the fits to the Curie-Weiss law. T
dashed line represents the calculated susceptibilityxav5(2xa

1xc)/3. The susceptibility of a polycrystalline sample taken fro
Ref. 1 ~open triangles! is included for comparison.
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as the polycrystalline sample is a minimum around 9 K, b
low which x(T) increases. Usually this type of behavior
ascribed in the literature to a paramagnetic impurity. He
however, we consider such a behavior being intrinsic. Thi
because the susceptibility measured in various magn
fields is distinctly suppressed for thec axis, but only a very
weak change was observed for thea axis in fields as high as
50 kOe. It seems unlikely that an impurity effect is al
anisotropic. In addition, thexc data at temperatures below
K could not be described by a CW law, which hardly su
ports any effect of paramagnetic impurity. We think that t
low-temperaturex(T) behavior of UCu5Al is connected with
the presence of substantial magnetic fluctuations at low t
peratures. Bearing in mind the fact that the sine-modula
magnetic structure of UCu5Al reflects frustration in the ex-
change interactions, and hence may become unstable w
the temperature is lowered. Of course if the system has n
nonmagnetic ground state then it starts to show a tende
for instance, for squaring up. As a consequence, the cr
over into a new magnetic state may give rise to the magn
susceptibility increase. However, as the specific heat d
indicate, which are given in the next subsection, at le
down to 0.4 K there is no evidence for such a crossov
Another possibility of the low-temperaturex upturn can be
that the system becomes strongly correlated with magn
moments being suppressed by the Kondo interactions.
example, within the multichannel Kondo model, the low
field magnetization is expected to follow a power-law fie
dependence.16–18 Therefore, the resulting susceptibility d
verges logarithmically. In fact, for UCu5Al, the low-
temperature data ofxc(T) can be well fitted by an expressio
xc(T)5x(0)1a ln T, with x(0)518.531023 emu/mole U
anda521.231023 emu/K mole U.

C. Specific heat

In Fig. 2, we show the temperature dependence of
specific heatCp asCp /T vs T2 for a UCu5Al single crystal.
Clearly there is a somewhat diffuse maximum inCp(T)/T at

in

e

FIG. 2. Specific heat divided by temperature vs squared t
perature for a UCu5Al single crystal. The dashed line indicates th
(gp1bT2) dependence ofCp /T. The inset shows theCp /T vs
log T down to 0.4 K. The solid line is a guide for the eyes.
1-3
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T515.8 K which agrees well with that found in polycrys
talline sample specific heat measurements,1 and concurs with
TN deduced from the susceptibility measurements. We
ognize that if there is no transition below 0.4 K, the ele
tronic coefficientg05Cp /T(T→0) reaches a value as larg
as;210(5) mJ/K2 mole U~see the inset of Fig. 2!. An even
larger value ofCp /T ~about 220 mJ/K2 mole U) is found by
extrapolating the data measured aboveTN to T50. The latter
value may represent the electronic specific heat coefficien
the paramagnetic stategp . In any case, there is a enhanc
ment in bothgp andg0 values, indicating a development o
a heavy-fermion state in UCu5Al ~for comparison, thegp
value for UPd2Al3 is 140 mJ/K2 mole U14!. Similar to sev-
eral AF HF materials (U2Zn17, UCd11, UNi2Al3, etc.! gp
.g0. This finding strongly suggests a pseudogapping in
Fermi-surface associated with the AF ordering.

For a number of heavy-fermion materials the express
of the Wilson ratio

RW5
x~0!

3g S pkB

meff
D 2

~1!

can be used to distinguish between the contributions to
total susceptibility caused by magnetic fluctuations and
due to the Abrikosov–Suhl resonance arising from
Kondo effect. Takinggp5220 mJ/K2 mole U and the aver-
age values ofxav(0) and (meff)av we estimated for UCu5Al
RW51.3. This number is between those reported
UPd2Al3 ~0.7! ~Ref. 14! and UPd2Ga3 ~2.1!,13 indicating the
importance of magnetic fluctuations taking place at low te
peratures in UCu5Al.

In order to quantify theCp(T) data of UCu5Al, the pho-
non contribution has to be defined. This task, however, is
easy since no nonmagnetic homologous compound with
same structure has so far been recognized. Because iso
tural U0.7Th0.3Cu5Al is nonmagnetic down to 2 K,1 we can
assume that the total specific heat of this phase con
of two contributions only; i.e., the electronic (Cel) and pho-
non part (Cph) origin. It is obvious from the inset of Fig. 3
that Cel /T5gp582 mJ/K2 mole derived from a high-
temperature extrapolation can be separated from the
specific heat by plotting the data asCp(T)/T vs T2. An in-
spection of the crystal structure of U0.7Th0.3Cu5Al, suggests
two different Einstein frequencies for the U and Th atom
respectively. Therefore, an analysis of the lattice specific h
Cph, should take into consideration three main contributio
one expressed as a Debye and two as Einstein terms:

Cph~T!59RnDS T

QD
D 3E

0

QD /T x4 exp~x!

~exp~x!21!2
dx

13R(
nEi

~QEi
/T!2 exp~QEi

/T!

@exp~QEi
/T!21#2

, ~2!

where nD56 and nE50.7 and 0.3 are the numbers of th
Debye and Einstein oscillators, respectively. After separa
the electronic contribution from the total specific heat,
have fitted the Eq.~2! to the data. All the contributions toCp
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are shown in Fig. 3 as aCp vs lnT. We obtain QD

5329 K, QE(U)5106 K, and QE(Th)5108 K. When
subtracting the approximate lattice contribution@QD
5329 K, QE(U)5106 K] from the total specific heat o
UCu5Al, the 5f -electron contribution is derived. The resul
of this analysis are given in Fig. 4 asC5 f /T vs T.

For temperatures between 4–14 K, the magnetic spe
heatC5 f follows the dependence predicted by the spin-wa
theory for antiferromagnetic system19–21

C5 f~T!5g0T1BT3 exp~2D/T!. ~3!

The parametersg0 andB denote the coefficient of the elec
tronic specific heat in the AF state and the contribution
antiferromagnetic magnons, respectively. The exponen
factor on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! indicates a gapD in
the magnon excitation spectrum of UCu5Al below TN . A

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of nonm
netic U0.7Th0.3Cu5Al. The fit and its four contributions: an elec
tronic (Cel), a Debye (CD), and two Einstein (CE(U) andCE(Th)]
ones, are shown as lines specified in the figure. The solid line g
a sum of all the contributions. The inset shows the low-tempera
specific heat asCp /T vs T2. The solid line is a fit ofCp /T5g
1bT2 to the experimental data.

FIG. 4. The magnetic part of the specific heat divided by te
peratureC5 f /T as a function of temperature. The thick solid an
dashed lines represent the best fit in terms of the spin-wave
Schottky theory, respectively~see the text for details!. The solid line
is the guide for eyes. The magnetic entropy normalized toR, S5 f /R,
as a function of temperature is shown in the inset.
1-4
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best fit to the data yieldsg05189(2) mJ/ K2mole U, B
51.31(1) mJ/ K4 mole U, andD513(1) K.

Below ;4 K, Cp /T no longer follows Eq.~3!, since
there is an anomalous upturn with decreasing tempera
~see inset, Fig. 2!. At present, there is no explanation for th
upturn, but a similar behavior withCp(T)/T;2T2 ln T, re-
flecting magnetic fluctuations or NFL states at low tempe
tures, has already been reported for a number of
compounds.17,22

Roughly around 45 K, a maximum occurs inC5 f(T)/T
which is ascribed to a Schottky anomaly. For a two-le
systems, the Schottky specific heat is written as

CSch~T!5RS DE

T D 2 g0

g1

exp~DE/T!

@11~g0 /g1!exp~DE/T!#2
. ~4!

The best fit of the Schottky contribution gives a crystal-fie
ground state and an excited state of equal degenera
(g0 /g151) with an energy splittingDE5150 K.

The inset of Fig. 4 shows the magnetic entropyS5 f , cal-
culated by an integration of*0

100 K@C5 f(T)/T#dT. It is inter-
esting to note that the magnetic entropy release atTN of
UCu5Al is only about 64% the value expected for a doub
ground stateR ln 2. Similar reduced values of the magne
entropy were found, e.g., in UPd2Al3,23 for which S5 f
amounts only to;35% R ln 2 atTN . Usually, the reduction
in the magnetic entropy below that expected for a doub
ground state at transition temperature is interpreted in te
of either an itinerant electron magnetism of magnetic ions
as being caused by the Kondo screening effect. Howe
one should bear in mind that the unambiguous separatio
the phonon part from the total heat capacity is difficult.

D. Electrical transport properties

In Fig. 5~a!, we compare the temperature dependent n
malized electrical resistivityr/r(300 K) of the configura-
tion j //c axis with that of j //a axis. The arrow included in
the figure indicates the Ne´el temperature estimated from th
susceptibility and specific heat data. As can be seen, the
nice agreement between the magnetic, specific heat,
electrical resistivity data; the latter exbibit a distinct chan
in its slope. A dominant feature is the large anisotropy wh
appears in the entire temperature range measured. Forj //c
axis, the resistivityr(T) shows a maximum atTmax

r 540 K,
followed by a significant decrease just belowTN due to the
onset of the AF order. At lower temperatures, the resistiv
conforms approximately aT2 dependence. Therefore, th
overall resistivity behavior forj //c bears a resemblance t
that of a Kondo-lattice compounds and within the scope
theory developed by Fischer,24 Tmax

r might be ascribed to the
freezing-out of incoherent Kondo scattering.

If we try to fit the low-temperaturer data for j //c with

r~T!5r01aT21bT~112T/D!exp~2D/T! ~5!

used previously, e.g., in UPd2Al3 ~Ref. 25! and URu2Si2
~Ref. 26! we getr05173.5 mV cm, a50.08(1)mV cm/K2

and b50.25(2) mV cm/K. The energy gapD513 K was
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used from the specific heat measurements. It should be n
that the above equation was first used by Andersen
Smith27 for describing the electron-magnon interaction in T
The meanings of the coefficients are as follows:r0 is the
residual resistivity, theT2 term represents Fermi-liquid be
havior andb denotes the electron-magnon coupling.

In contrast to the low-temperaturerc(T) behavior,ra(T)
for j //a, before saturate at very low temperatures, a step
increase occurs in the vicinity ofTN , probably due to the
formation of a gap in the spin-wave spectrum caused by
formation of the incommensurate structure in UCu5Al. The
absolute value ofra is large, and for instance, at 2 K
amounts to;445 mV cm compared to 173mV cm for thec
axis. It is somewhat surprising because the overallra resis-
tivity of the single crystal sample is remarkably larger th
the value obtained for the polycrystalline sample. At 4 K
amounts to;175 mV cm.1 However, it is well known that
the observedr value of such a sample is combined fro
various contributions and often it shows a distinct prefere
to one of the axes. Nevertheless, for a sake of clarity we a
present the average resistivityrav5(2rc1ra)/3 as a dashed
line in Fig. 5~a!. This enables one to make a comparison w
the previously reported data on a polycrystalline sample.
recognize, however, that the relative temperature chang
the resistivity of UCu5Al is rather small. This feature is cer
tainly caused by atomic disorder introduced by a rand
distribution of CuII and Al on the (4d) site of the unit cell.5

Furthermore, we observe a fairly good agreement betw
rav and the resistivity of the polycrystalline sample forT

FIG. 5. ~a! Temperature dependence of the resistivity in ze
field of a UCu5Al single crystal measured with current along thea
andc axes. The solid lines are the fits according to Eqs.~5! or ~6!.
Dashed line represents the average resistivity%av5(2*rc1ra)/3.
For a comparison the resistivity of a polycrystalline sample~open
cycles! is also included.~b! The temperature dependence of t
magnetoresistance (Dr/r) i5@r i(H,T)2r i(0,T)#*100/r i(0,T) of a
UCu5Al single cystal (i 5a or c).
1-5
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V. H. TRAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054421 ~2002!
.100 K. In this temperature range all the resistivities
UCu5Al measured above follow the expression

r~T!/r~300 K!}c ln T ~6!

describing incoherent Kondo scattering. It is also clear fr
Fig. 5~a! that the coefficientc for j //c is more negative than
at for j //a or for the polycrystalline sample. The observ
data for j //c are striking because the measurements p
formed on the polycrystalline sample of UCu5Al and the
solid solutions (U12xThx)Cu5Al,1 as well as on a single
crystal alongj //a did not show any signature of coherenc
only a tendency to saturation is observed for T→0 K.

The influence of magnetic fields on the resistivity
shown in Fig. 5~b!. The temperatures of the maximum in th
magnetoresistanceDr(T)/r for j //c and the minimum in
Dr(T)/r for j //a track theTN value. We deal here with a
suppression of the antiferromagnetic transition tempera
by magnetic field, e.g.,H of 130 kOe shiftsTN down to 13
K. As is also seen from Fig. 5~b!, an applied magnetic fieldH
reducesr(T) for both directions, resulting in a negativ
magnetoresistance. In fact, a large change in the MR ma
tude is observed forj //a, reaching about211% atTN . In
the case of the polycrystalline sample the reduction in
resistivity was even larger, leading to the MR atTN of about
27%.7 Below TN , however, the MR increases, showing th
the positive MR associated with an antiferromagnetic or
starts to overcome the Kondo interactions. AboveTN the
large negative magnitude of MR for this configuration d
creases and vanishes roughly at 2TN . The MR for j //c be-
haves in a different manner; it shows some negative m
mum at TN probably connected with the incommensura
magnetic structure with moments directed parallel to thc
axis.

In order to examine in more detail the influence of t
Kondo effect on the MR , we performed such measureme
for several temperatures and in fields up to 130 kOe. Fig
6~a! shows the data obtained forj //a. One sees that the
largest MR values are observed for isotherms in the vicin
of TN . This finding is consistent with the interpretation
the formation of a small gap in the AF state, which simp
becomes suppressed by the applied magnetic field. It is n
that the shape of isothermal MR curves forT.TN is quali-
tatively similar for one another and resembles that obser
in a single-ion Kondo system. Schlottmann28 has shown that
the MR in the Kondo impurity systems can be calculated
applying the Betheansatz technique to the Copblin–
Schrieffer Hamiltonian. His model predicts a negative M
which exhibits a universal behavior as a function of the
plied field. It means that the Kondo properties can be
counted for by a single energy scalegJmH* , which is related
to the relation29

H* ~T!5H* ~0!1
kB

g
J
mK

T5
kB

g
J
mK

~TK1T!, ~7!

wheremK stands for the Kondo-screened magnetic mom
andTK is the Kondo temperature. Other symbols have us
meaning. In spite of the fact that this model has already b
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applied to a few other uranium-based Kondo systems, s
as UBe13 ~Ref. 30! and UxTh12xPd2Al3,31 it is not clear to us
whether the obtainedTK value has any significance. There
fore, instead ofTK we signify the characteristic energy sca
by T* , assuming thatT* is proportional toTK . Applying the
Schlottmann model to the MR data of the UCu5Al single
crystal, we get rather small values for this characteristic te
perature, namelyT* 5360.5 K for j //a. A similar field de-
pendence is also observed for the MR measured alongj //c
@Fig. 6~b!#. For the latter, we derived also a small value
T* 5260.5 K, though a large difference in the MR value
for the two directions exists.

We have also analyzed the MR data obtained for the po
crystalline sample of UCu5Al under pressure on the basis o
the Schlottmann model mentioned above. For illustration,
show in Fig. 7 such a fit for the MR data under P5 3.1 kbar
by the solid lines. In the inset of this figure, the temperat
dependence of the characteristic fieldH* , as deduced from
the fits, is shown. The linear behavior ofH* vs T for T
.TN yields T* about 9 K forP53.1 kbar ~see the inset!.
In the same manner, the MR data obtained forP56 and 10
kbar were analyzed, yielding,T* 522(2) and 19~3! K, re-
spectively. These results indicate that applied pressure ca
an increase of the Kondo temperature. An interesting ob
vation we have made is that pressure shifts the tempera
of the MR maximum to lower temperature~Fig. 8!; this leads
to the fact thatTN underP510 kbar (;8.6 K) is consid-
erably lower than that under ambient pressure, roughly b
factor of 2. This is further illustrated in the inset of Fig.
with a plot ofTmax as a function of the pressure. A qualitativ
understanding of the pressure response in UCu5Al can be
revealed from the Kondo-lattice model of Doniach,32 in

FIG. 6. Isothermal magnetoresistance as a function of an app
field of a UCu5Al single crystal with~a! the current along thea axis
and the field along thec axis and~b! the current along thec axis and
the field along thea axis.
1-6
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which the Kondo and RKKY interactions compete with ea
other under pressure. The positive effect of pressure onTK
and the negative one onTN implies for UCu5Al: TK
*T RKKY .

Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the
coefficient RH for H//a and H//c. The Hall coefficient is
highly anisotropic with much larger value forH//c. For both
directions,RH shows a positive value and increases w
decreasing temperature. Around 20 K,RH for H//c exhibits a
hump, and a tail with further decreasing temperature, w
for H//a a local maximum with a small tail at the lowe
temperatures is found. The occurrence of this maximum
temperature higher thanTN suggests that coherent scatteri
from the uranium sublattice starts to develop. In the scop
the theory of the Hall effect for HF compounds,33 the posi-
tion of this maximum can be taken as a measure of the
herence temperatureTcoh. However, the development of co
herence is interrupted by the antiferromagnetic ph
transition at 15.8 K. Below this temperature, owing to t
opening of spin-wave gap the Hall coefficient increas

FIG. 7. Isothermal magnetoresistance~MR! as a function of the
field of polycrystalline UCu5Al under pressure of 3.1 kbar. Th
inset shows the temperature dependence of the characteristic
H* , as deduced from the fits~see text!.

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the magnetoresist
r(H)/r(0) of UCu5Al in 120 kOe and under pressure 3, 6, and
kbar. The inset shows the temperature dependence ofTmax andT* .
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sharply with further decreasing temperature. A similar b
havior has been observed in HF antiferromagnets such
U2Zn17 ~Ref. 34! and URu2Si2.35

For T@TK , the skew scattering gives rise to a peak in t
temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient. It me
that, in addition to the temperature-independent ordin
scattering termR0, the Hall coefficient also contains a ske
scattering termRsk. For many HF systems, the Hall coeffi
cient in the incoherent state follows roughly the depende

RH5R01Rsk5R01g1x̃rm , ~8!

whererm is the magnetic resistivity andx̃5x/C (C is the
Curie constant!. The coefficientg1, related to the phase shif
d2, takes a form

g152 5
7 gmBkB

21 sind2 cosd2 . ~9!

Assuming that the contribution due to electron-phonon sc
tering to the resistivity below 300 K is negligible, we cou
fit the experimental data to Eq.~8! with R0521.245
310210 m3/C and g157.82731022 K/T for H//a and
R0526.438310210 m3/C and g157.87731022 K/T for
H//c. The results of such a fit are shown in Fig. 9 as so
lines. This indicates that the incoherent skew scattering
the U-5f moments dominates the temperature dependenc
the Hall coefficient at temperatures aboveTN . The minus
sign of R0 indicates that electrons predominate the ordin
Hall coefficient.

An interesting comparison can be made with the data
other HF systems. The sign ofg1 for UCu5Al is found to be
positive, which is characteristic for HF systems.33,36,37 It is
worth noting that the values ofg1 are almost the same fo
both measured configurations, corresponding to a phase
of the partial waved2 by about224°. From theR0 values,

eld

ce

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficientRH for a
UCu5Al single crystal. The solid lines are the calculated depend
cies based on the skew scattering theory. The inset shows the
thermal Hall resistivity forj //a andH//c axes.
1-7
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we obtain within a one-band model, carrier densitiesn
55.031028 m23 (24.9 carriers/f.u.! and 9.731027 m23

(20.9 carrier/f.u.! for H//a and H//c, respectively. Taking
into account theg value from our specific heat results, w
can estimate the effective electron mass of UCu5Al. Taking
g05210 mJ/K2mole U and the values of carrier densityn,
we estimatem* 555 and 105me for H//a and H//c axes,
respectively. These are in values typical for medium hea
electron systems.

Inset of Fig. 9 shows the isothermal Hall resistivity (rH)
of UCu5Al for the configurationj //a axis. A transition from
the antiferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic one ca
deduced from these plots. BelowTN two important pictures
are observed: the initial slopedrH /dH reaches a maximum
value atT52 K, andrH shows a hump atH around 30–40
kOe being next followed by another maximum
;120 kOe. One perceives that the position of these ano
lies shifts to lower fields with increasing temperature. T
behavior can be interpreted as a suppression of magn
scattering connected with a spin-flop Kondo process. In
paramagnetic temperature range,rH is strongly nonlinear in
magnetic field. Such a behavior is expected, if the Hall
sistivity is dominated by the skew scattering.33

IV. CONCLUSION

The experimental data on UCu5Al single crystals demon-
strate that the magnetic and transport properties of this c
pound are strongly anisotropic. In the paramagnetic s
these properties are governed by both the anisotropic Ko
and crystalline electric field effects, while belowTN they are
caused by the competition between the Kondo effect and
RKKY interactions. This competition results in a frustrat
magnetic state, such as an incommensurate structure w
largely influences the thermodynamic properties of UCu5Al.
Furthermore, UCu5Al shows some characteristic properti
of a HF antiferromagnet, such as the localized magnetic
ment at high temperatures and an enhanced effective ele
mass at low temperatures. However, the underlying phy
seems to be more complicated than that applied previo
for other classical HF compounds. First of all, it is we
known in a number of HF compounds that the Kondo co
pensation yields not only an enhanced density of states a
Fermi energy driving the system to the formation of hea
quasiparticles, and simultaneously screens the local
ments. Despite that the neutron scattering experiments
not exclude the presence, e.g., of a spin-density wave
volving itinerant 5f electrons, the amplitude of the magne
moment is as large as 1.5mB /U at 1.5 K. For UCu5Al it is
possible that the effect of Kondo compensation may be
as strong as in the other nonmagnetic HF systems, bec
the Kondo effect usually becomes quenched by the magn
order. Instead, we found some evidences for the itine
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nature of the magnetic moments: the low entropy atTN and a
large value of the electronic coefficient of the specific he
This feature is much supported by the electronic struct
calculations and XPS experiments.8 On the other hand, an
antiferromagnetism with relative large ordered momen
(;0.85mB /U) was previously observed for a few HF com
pounds such as U2Zn17 ~Ref. 38! and UPd2Al3.39 In the latter
compound, the existence of two independent 5f -subsystems
has been proposed to explain the coexistence of the HF
perconductivity and magnetic order.40,41 In this model, it was
assumed the presence of the subsystem with a small m
enhancement is responsible for the local moment antife
magnetism, and the other subsystem being more itine
determining the heavy-fermion characteristics of this co
pound. Perhaps, such a two-subsystem picture is also v
for UCu5Al, and further experiments such as the press
dependence of the specific heat or the inelastic neutron s
tering should give a more correct description in the futur

The occurrence of the upturn in bothCp /T and the mag-
netic susceptibility at low temperatures is an interesting f
ture, but within the single-ion Kondo model one cannot d
scribe the observed phenomenon. It is obvious that th
observations differ somewhat from those which can be
pected from the Fermi-liquid behavior. Although there a
many theoretical approaches to the non-Fermi-liquid beh
ior; one of them which may be useful to describe the o
served here an increase in theCp /T andx at low tempera-
tures is a multichannel Kondo effect.16,18 However, one
should remember that UCu5Al, with an intrinsic atomic dis-
order in the unit cell, can be an origin of the magnetic m
ment frustration. As a consequence of it, the magnetic m
ments at different atomic sites become nonequivalent
just such a situation starts to dominate the thermodyna
and transport properties of UCu5Al. Crystallographic disor-
der may lead to a distribution of Kondo temperatures.42,43

For example, this model has been used to explain the n
Fermi-liquid behavior in the disordered UCu52xPdx
system.44,45

In summary, we have presented the magnetic, thermo
namic and electron transport properties for UCu5Al. The ex-
perimental data indicate that the development of the hea
fermion state in this compound is more complicated than t
described previously for other HF systems. Magnetic flu
tuations seem to be important and need further microsco
investigations, notably of the63Cu NMR spin lattice relax-
ation rate 1/T1.
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